
Chapter V

Conclusions and Suggestions

A.  Conclusions

The  result  of  the  research  tends  show  that  the  students  have  positive

perception  toward  the  subject  since  it  has  many  advantages.  The  general

perception of the participants divided into two parts, first perception arose because

of they tend to use the strategies in translating or learning with Translation subject

while the others was caused they tend to use translation tools.

The researcher found that the participants already knew and understood

about the methods and strategies in translation. The students also knew and often

used the translation tools in translated the text. The participants stated that there

are advantages of the subject which were  learning the methods or strategies in

learning  process,  that  is  equivalence  form  source  to  target  language  and

understanding the culture. The participants also stated their perception on the use

of translation tools, they  stated that translation tools could help them translate a

new  word  they  do  not  know  before,  and  made  them  translate  text  faster.

Meanwhile, the others students stated that  even the translation tools were really

help them in translation. 

The result showed that the participants still needed the Translation subject

in  the learning process,  even though some other  participants  did not  find that



Translation subject  was still  needed because of the existence of the translation

tools. However, the participants  also stated that translation tools  did not really

help  them  to  resolve  their  weaknesses  in  translation. Therefore,  they  need

Translation subject as subject in learning process. According to some participants

who have different views, it also concluded that there is still aspect that needed to

be improved in the implementation of the subject.

B.  Suggestions

Based  on  the  findings  of  this  study,  the  researcher  proposed  some

suggestions related to this study. The suggestions are for the lecturers, the students

and the future researchers.

From the data, it showed that the teacher did not really pay attention to the

students’ needs. Therefore, the role of the teachers is still  really needed in the

class.  It  would  be  better  if  the  teacher  gives  students  pre-test  and  post-test

regarding strategies in translate. Lecturers could try to not allowed students to use

translation tools to make them can use the strategies in translating better in the

future.  It  also needed that  teacher  use both of them with appropriate  way, for

example just allow students to translate a word by using translation tool and they

must  make  or  translate  a  sentence  or  text  by  theirselves  using  methods  or

strategies they learned. 



In addition, the students need to be more active in learning English. Even

though the teachers  do not provide enough materials  to learn the students can

learn it by themselves. Students are suggested to go online, read a lot of English

article or e-book to enrich their understanding about translate. They also tried not

to use translation tools to make them better in strategies to translate. Group study

is  also  suggested  since  peer  learning.  improve  their  English  vocabulary  and

grammar through self-learning when they feel they do not get enough materials in

the class.

Even though this thesis still has many flaws, the researcher still hopes that

there will be future researchers to conduct similar research. In this research, the

results  showed that  the students still  needed Translation  Practice  Subject  even

though there are many helpful translation tools that easy to. However, it was only

from the students’ perceptions. It will be great if future researches can conduct a

study that shows the teachers’ perception toward Translation subject.
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